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is the heir of a vast and grievous burden of tradition.
The tragedy lies in his struggle to shake off that
burdens to rise *n freedom to a life of noble endeavour
and public well-doing. The two opposing political
parties are to be seen fighting for his possession. But
into his narrow world has come a much more dis-
rupting force than they, Rebecca West. There is
something daemonic, valkyrie-like, in this exotic
intruder; Ibsen brings her from the far north, from
Finmark ; he has endowed her with something of the
spirit of an old Norse viking, and darkened her early
life-with deep shadows. She had come to Rosmers-
holm with the determination to win for herself its
master, who stirs in her a kind of primitive passion.
To this end she lures Rosmer's wife, the weak and
sickly Beate, to her death in the mill-race, first by
upbraiding her with the failure of her marriage, and
then by hints that her husband has found a more
congenial mate in herself. But the dead Beate is as
living a protagonist in the drama as if she were still
present; she stands between Rebecca and the realiza-
tion of her passion more effectually than her proto-
type, the living Dagny, in Ibsen's early drama, The
Warriors at Helgeland^ stands between Hjordis and her
Sigurd. The mansion of Rosmersholm is haunted
by ghosts, and not merely by those white horses
which were once to have given their name to the play,
but by more powerful ghosts than any that brought
the Alving family, to its doom. In the climax of the
drama, at the end of its second act, Rosmer asks
Rebecca to be his wife. Her only answer can be no ;
the dead Beate stands between them. To Rosmer
Rebecca is moved to make full, unreserved confession;
she has met in him her spiritual superior, and she,
who would have won Mm over to her ruthless, Peer
Gynt-like egotism, becomes herself a convert to his
Christian idealism. That is the real kernel of the
drama. In his earlier period, Ibsen had opposed to
the doctrine of being sufficient unto oneself that of

